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Abstract. Models play a significant role in Model-Driven Engineering
(MDE) and metamodels are commonly transformed into code. Develop-
ers intensively rely on the generated code to build language services and
tooling, such as editors and views which are also tested to ensure their
behavior. The metamodel evolution between releases updates the gener-
ated code, and this may impact the developers’ additional, client code.
Accordingly, the impacted code must be co-evolved too, but there is no
guarantee of preserving its behavior correctness. This paper envisions an
automatic approach for ensuring code co-evolution correctness. It first
aims to trace the tests impacted by the metamodel evolution before
and after the code co-evolution, and then compares them to analyze
the behavior of the code. Preliminary evaluation on two implementa-
tions of OCL and Modisco Eclipse projects. Showed that we can success-
fully traced the impacted tests automatically by selecting 738 and 412
tests, before and after co-evolution respectively, based on 303 metamodel
changes. By running these impacted tests, we observed both behaviorally
correct and incorrect code co-evolution.

Keywords: Model evolution · Code co-evolution · Unit tests · Testing
co-evolution

1 Introduction

Model-driven engineering (MDE) is a software engineering approach to help and
support the construction and maintenance of large-scale systems [8,9,13]. MDE
promotes the use of models as first-class entities during the development lifecycle
of a system. Models that conform to metamodels are used as inputs of code gen-
erators that leverage the abstract, domain-specific concepts. For example, the
JHipster project is adopted in 344 companies1 and proposes to generate, from
1 https://www.jhipster.tech/companies-using-jhipster/.
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entity models, the different stacks of modern web applications for both client- and
server-side code. Another popular example is OpenAPI2, where many artifacts
are generated from an API specification. Some low-code development platforms
rely on some of the MDE principles [4], with data models and generators to raise
abstraction and hide implementation-level details. Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF) [27] is another prominent example. Based on a metamodel, EMF gen-
erates Java code API, adapters, and an editor. This generated code is further
enriched by developers to offer additional functionalities and tooling, such as
validation, simulation, or debugging.

One of the problems developers face in MDE – and in the different technolo-
gies previously mentioned – is the impact of the evolution of metamodels on its
dependent artifacts. in this paper we focus on the impact on code. Indeed, when
a metamodel evolves between two releases, and as the core API is re-generated
again, the additional code can be impacted. As a consequence, it must be co-
evolved by the developers in the next release. However, developers should spend
significant effort to ensure that the code co-evolution is behaviorally correct, i.e.,
without altering the behavior of their impacted code. Whereas several existing
approaches automate metamodels and code co-evolution [11,12,17,25,26,30,31],
to the best of our knowledge, they do not focus on checking the behavioral cor-
rectness of the co-evolved code.

This paper envisions a new fully automatic approach to check the behavioral
correctness of the metamodel and code co-evolution between different releases
of a language, i.e., when the metamodel evolves. Our key idea is to leverage the
test suites of the original and evolved versions of the metamodel. Specifically,
the approach first takes as input the metamodel changes and then locates all
usages of the metamodel change elements in the generated code. After that,
we recursively trace the code usages until we reach the test methods. Thus, we
end up matching the metamodel changes with impacted code methods and their
corresponding tests. We perform this step on both original and evolved releases
to check the behavioral correctness of the code before and after co-evolution.

We ran a preliminary evaluated with a prototype implementation on 2 Eclipse
projects from the implementations of OCL and Modisco over several evolved
versions of metamodels. As we did not find manually written tests in those
projects, we generate a test suite for each release with the best available state-
of-the-art tool EvoSuite [5]. Preliminary results show that we can automatically
select respectively in the original and evolved releases 738 and 412 tests based
on 303 metamodel changes. When running the traced tests before and after
co-evolution, we could observe two cases indicating possibly both behaviorally
incorrect and correct code co-evolution. Thus, helping the developer to locate
the co-evolved code that must be investigated in more detail. The rest of the
paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents our envisioned approach for test
tracing, while Sect. 3 describes the preliminary evaluation. Section 4 discusses the
related work. Finally, Sect. 5 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2 https://oai.github.io/Documentation/.
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2 Envisioned Approach

This section presents our proposed envisioned generic approach for tracing model
evolution to tests. First, it provides an overview. Then, it describes how to handle
the model changes and how to trace their impacts until the tests.

2.1 Overview

Figure 1 represents the overall approach workflow. First, we compute the dif-
ference between the two model versions (step 1 ). In the original version, the
additional code is the impacted one, and in the evolved version, the additional
code is the co-evolved one. After that, we run the impact and the test tracing
analysis (step 2 ). Therefore, the developer can run the tests before and after
the code co-evolution to check the behavioral correctness of the co-evolved code.

2.2 Detection of Model Changes

Several existing approaches allow to detect model changes between two versions,
such as [3,18,19,22,28,29]. In Fig. 1, step 1 , we use a change interface as input
to our test tracing approach. The change interface is a specification layer for the
detected changes between two versions. Therefore, any detection approach [3,15,
19,22,28,29] can be integrated by bridging its changes to our change interface
and the rest of our approach can be performed independently.

Taking into account both atomic (e.g., adds, deletes) and complex (e.g.,
move, split) changes [7], the list of impacting model changes [3,10] we consider
to trace the tests is as follows: 1) Delete property p in a class C. 2) Delete class
C. 3) Rename element e in a class C. 4) Generalize property p multiplicity from
a single value to multiple values in a class C. 5) Move property p from class S
to T through a reference ref. 6) Extract class of properties p1, ..., pn from S to T
through a reference ref. 7) Push property p from super class Sup to sub classes
Sub1,...,Subn. 8) Inline class S to T with properties p1, ..., pn. 9) Change property
p type from S to T in a class C. These changes were selected after observing many
versions of evolving of various types of models [20,21].

Fig. 1. Overall envisioned approach.
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2.3 Tracing the Impacted Tests

Algorithm 1 describes how to check the behavioral correctness of the code co-
evolution, by tracing the impact of model changes up to the test. To do that,
we structure the code source to better navigate in it. Before starting Algorithm
1, we must parse the code source including tests and build the code Methods
Call Graph (MCG), to retrieve the calling methods of the method invocations.
Hence, trace the methods’ calls recursively up to the tests. First, for each model
change, we identify the list of code usages of the evolved model element. (Line
1 ). For example, when renaming a property called name, the algorithm will

first find its usages, such as getName() or setName(). Then, in Line 5 we filter
these impacted code usages by keeping only the ones found inside a Method Dec-
laration, we will call this impacted method declaration IMD.s or if it is already
treated. Therefore, after browsing all the impacted code usages, Algorithm 1
traces the list of all impacted tests, if any. For example, Listing 1.1 presents an
impacted test due to a property type changing. After detecting that the type of
the attribute stereotype is set from Type to Stereotype in the class ElementEx-
tension, Algorithm 1 detects the code usage stereotype0. After that, it traces it
to the method test003. As it has the @Test annotation, we conclude that test003
is an impacted test due to the detected set property type. After isolating the
impacted tests before and after the co-evolution, the developer can run them to
investigate their results (see Sect. 3.2).

Listing 1.1. Excerpt of an impacted test in pivot project.
1 @Test(timeout = 4000)

2 public void test003 () throws Throwable {

3 ...

4 Stereotype stereotype0)= elementExtensionImpl0.basicGetStereotype ();

5 assertNull(stereotype0.getName ());

6 }

3 Preliminary Evaluation

This section presents the protocol and the results of our preliminary evaluation
of our prototype implementation.

3.1 Data Set and Protocol

We selected the scenario of metamodel evolution as a use case in Eclipse. In
particular, we took OCL [24] and Modisco [23] projects.

Table 1 details the case studies, including their total 303 changes. Table 2 fur-
ther reports the size of each version of the Java projects of both case studies. We
had to generate tests using EvoSuite state-of-the-art tool [5], with the following
parameters: -DmemoryInMB = 2000 -Dcores = 4 -DtimeInMinutesPerClass =
10 evosuite:generate evosuite:export. It uses up to 2GO of RAM, 4 CPU cores,
and 10 min per test class.
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Algorithm 1: Impacted tests detection
Data: methodsCallGraph, change

1 impactedUsages ← match(AST, change)
2 impactedTests ← φ
3 for (impactedUsage ∈ impactedUsages) do

4 /* Find the method declaration using impactedUsage*/
5 IMD ← getIMD(impactedUsage, methodsCallGraph)
6 if (isTest(IMD)) then
7 impactedTests.add(IMD) /*If not already added*/
8 else
9 parentsOfIMD ← getParents(IMD, methodsCallGraph)

10 nextRound.add(parentsOfIMD)
11 while (nextRound.hasNewIMDs()) do
12 IM ← nextRound.get()
13 if (isTest(IMD) then
14 impactedTests.add(IMD)/*If not already added*/
15 else
16 parentsOfIMD ← getParents(IMD, methodsCallGraph)
17 nextRound.add(parentsOfIMD)

18 end

19 end
20 return impactedTests

Table 1. Details of the metamodels and their evolutions.

Evolved metamodels Versions Atomic changes in the metamodel Complex changes
in the
metamodel

Pivot.ecore in project
ocl.examples.pivot

3.2.2 to 3.4.4 Deletes: 2 classes, 16 properties, 6
super types
Renames: 1 class, 5 properties
Property changes: 4 types; 2 multi-
plicities
Adds: 25 classes, 121 properties, 36
super types

1 pull property
2 push properties

Benchmark.ecore in project
modisco.infra.discovery.benchmark

0.9.0 to 0.13.0 Deletes: 6 classes, 19 properties, 5
super types
Renames: 5 properties
Adds: 7 classes, 24 properties, 4
super types

4 moves property
6 pull property
1 extract class
1 extract super
class

3.2 Preliminary Results

With our prototype implementation, we could trace tests successfully with a
total of 738 (9.4%) and 412 (7.3%) tests in the original and evolved versions,
respectively, due to 303 metamodel changes. Thus, we can isolate for the devel-
opers the tests that must be executed and looked at to check the behavioral
correctness of the co-evolution. Naturally, when the number of evolution changes
increases, the number of tests we trace increases as well. Moreover, as several
delete classes and properties occurred in the evolution changes, several tests are
not generated in the evolved version, which explains why we trace more tests
in the original version than in the evolved version. After tracing the tests, we
could execute them to observe their effect before and after co-evolution of the
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Table 2. Details of the projects and their tests.

Projects to co-evolve in
response to the evolved
metamodels

No of
packages

No of
classes

No of test
packages

No of test
classes

No of LOC No of tests

[P1V 1] ocl.examples.pivot 22 439 22 290 74002 7322

[P1V 2] ocl.examples.pivot 22 480 22 220 89449 4990

[P2V 1]
org.eclipse.modisco.
infra.discovery.benchmark

3 28 3 15 2333 524

[P2V 2]
org.eclipse.modisco.
infra.discovery.benchmark

3 30 3 15 2588 619

Table 3. Selected tests before and after code co-evolution.

Projects No pass No fail No error Total

[P1V 1] to [P1V 2] 106–97 2–5 347–192 455–294

[P2V 1] to [P2V 2] 206–68 1–0 76–50 283–118

code, as shown in Table 3. In [P1], even though the number of impacted tests
decreased by 161, the number of passing tests decreased only by 9. Whereas
the error tests decreased by 155, but, the failing tests increased by 3 from 2 to
5. This could indicate a behaviorally incorrect co-evolution. Moreover, in the
other project [P2], many tests that existed in the original version were not in
the evolved version due to the delete changes of the metamodels, which is a sign
of behavioral correct co-evolution, as the tests should be removed following the
removal of the metamodel elements. These results aims to help developers to
further check the code co-evolution rather than simply accepting them.

4 Related Work

This section discusses the main related work w.r.t. testing the (meta)model and
the code co-evolution. Several approaches propose to automate metamodel co-
evolution. Riedl et al. [26] propose an approach to detect inconsistencies between
UML models and code. Pham et al. [25] propose an approach to synchronize
architectural models and code with bidirectional mappings. Jongeling et al. [11,
12] propose an approach for the consistency checking between system models and
their implementations by focusing on recovering the traceability links between
the models and the code. Zaheri et al. [31] also propose to support the checking
of the consistency-breaking updates between models and generated artifacts,
including the code. Khelladi et al. [16,17] propose an approach that propagates
the metamodel changes to the code as a co-evolution mechanism. However, all
these approaches focus on co-evolving the code without checking the behavioral
correctness of the co-evolved code. Ge et al. [6] propose to verify the correctness
of refactoring with a set of condition checkers that are executed only after the
refactoring application. However, our work is the first attempt that relies on a
testing technique to check the behavioral correctness of the code co-evolution
with the metamodel evolution.
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5 Conclusion

This paper envisions an automated tracing of the impacted tests due to model
evolution. By tracing the tests before and after code co-evolution, we must be
able to check its behavioral correctness. We ran a preliminary evaluation on
two implementations of OCL and Modisco metamodels containing generated
tests with EvoSuite. Preliminary results show that we could traced 738 and 412
impacted tests based on the 303 metamodel changes. When running the traced
tests before and after co-evolution, we could observe possibly both behaviorally
incorrect and correct code co-evolution. This can help the developers to locate
the suspicious co-evolved code. As future work, we plan to evaluate our approach
on more Eclipse projects and on other case studies, such as to JHipster and
OpenAPI which both generate code from a model specification similar to a
metamodel. In future, we could also complement tests with formal verification,
such as in [2,14] and build analyzing the build results or failures [1] before and
after co-evolution.

Acknowledgement. The research leading to these results has received funding from
the ANR agency under grant ANR JCJC MC-EVO2204687.
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